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About This Content

Paradox Interactive is happy to continue its musical partnership with Swedish power metal band, Sabaton, a group best known
for how it uses its music to illustrate great episodes of history.

This time, Paradox adds five of Sabatons World War II themed songs for Hearts of Iron IV, the newest Paradox game about
humanity’s greatest conflict.

The songs included in this content pack are:

1. Hearts of Iron: dedicated to German 9th and 12th armies that covered the escape of citizens fleeing the Soviets to
safety with the Western armies.

2. Primo Victoria: dedicated to Operation Overlord and the opening of the Western Front.

3. Stalingrad: dedicated to the Soviet soldiers who died fighting to defend Stalingrad.

4. Wolfpack: dedicated to victims and survivors of the submarine attack on convoy ON-92 in 1942.

5. Night Witches: dedicated to a deadly Soviet bomber crew composed entirely of women.
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Learned that herbivores have a taste for human flesh.

54\/10. keep away from this game its so bad at the min its not even being made right u cant play it

loot is not loaded in right and when u walking about half of the stuff is half done

on the video looked a good game wish i could get a refund for this game as i would

keep away people waste of money long way off a game to play. Hacker Evolution: Untold
This game has a good story and I love the integration of terminal commands.
It definately isn't in the same class as Uplink but there really isn't anything out that is. Hacking Simulation is a very underutilized
genre. But if you've already played through Uplink and are liking for a good second choice this is it.. Great platform game, if
you like Sega master system's Ninja Gaiden you will love this game, its fast, its hard and the retro feeling is superb, the
chiptunes are great too and add to the retro feel. Only con i can find its that it could have more bosses variety.. it can be seen
boring for 1st episode, do not leave the game, continue on playing. The story is deeper than you think, add this game to your
play before die list. Like the novels, every character in that game is a shade of grey, neither black nor white and do not forget,
chose lesser evil. then you will find out the contradiction of what they meant by "evil"
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Like "Biplanes" on the Intellivision. Pretty cool.. Very slow AI turns --- minutes on my machine, so games take forever.

But otherwise like the game.. This is a good horror game with a great atmosphere and a clear objective- escape the office and
don't get killed by the monster.

I really enjoyed it and the only problem I would say I had was that I couldn't find the key-card in the toilets... but knowing me I
probably got it all wrong. XD

I made a video of the game in case you aren't sure about whether to get this or not. (You should. ;) )

https://youtu.be/Uio0RAN8IE0. I really haven't played much of this game, but that's okay, because once you've played the first
level you've pretty much seen the whole game.

Here's the scoop:

The game only has 15 levels, and one tutorial level that can only be accessed by clicking the help option in the menu.

The tutorial level is just a regular level with hints on the bottom. This is pretty bad game design IMO, as they could have
just been added on the first level of the game. Or, like most games, the different tree colors could have been slowly
introduced.

The UI is visually bad, and somewhat broken (Every level has an ESC button at the top left that does nothing?)

The control scheme probably would have faired way better with keyboard controls, but instead has you click and guide
the rock with your mouse.

Game only has one song, and it starts it from the beginning every time you start any level. If you're going to have only
one song in the game, make it play continuously through level changes, so you don't always have to hear the first 5
seconds over and over (imo)

Each level takes about a minute to complete * 15 levels is only about 15 minutes of game time, and that's a stretch even.

Not enough content to even come close to 5 dollars.
This game a simple time waster at best. If there was more content\/better design approaches this game could be much
better. The concept is good, don't get me wrong! I can definitely appreciate where the dev was going here.

To be fair, it looks like it was made by just one person. That being the case, I can understand the lack of content and
some of these flaws. Being a one man band is tough, so being able to make a finished product at all is an achievement in
itself. I think the dev would be wise to look into game design, and to spend more time on touching up on the little things;
it's the little details that often make video games pop. To be constructive, I think this game would probably kill as a
smartphone app, with more levels, leaderboards, micro\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665transactions, etc. If I
were the dev, that's where my mind would be.

tl;dr
Simple time wasting game that you'd expect to be low priced\/free on a smartphone app store. A good concept, but not
enough content.. Reviewing Puzzles Under The Hill is just as it is. Do you want to have a very angry mum run into your
room and rip into your jeans? well i got just that and I am very happy with the result. Big thumbs up.. Orbital Strike:
Arena is a very solid fps experience. The servers felt like they had very low ping and the few weapons that are available
right now are enjoyable to use.

If you like battledome this game is similar in that it is a multiplayer fps, HOWEVER at the moment it doesn't have the
games that battledome does such as TDM, King of the Hill, ect. instead it has a game mode that I can only express as a
fusion between a FPS and a MOBA such as League of Legends or DOTA.
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Each team has four primary turrets right on the inside of their wall and two stations that produce reinforcment drones.
Once a team gets past those there is another bubble that contains two more turrets and the primary objective. You will
need to work with your team to fight through the drones and take out these objectives in order to push into the enemies
base.

Very solid and fun experience and with it being a multiplayer FPS the replay value is amazing. I know that I will be
spending a lot of time in this game between new releases.

(Linked below is a gameplay commentary that I did for Orbital Strike: Arena so if you are interested in seeing what the
gameplay is like then check it out and let me know what you think!)

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=723390301. The Only Thing Useful In This Dlc Is Bertha....
The Monster School Bus Truck Killer, Its Really Overpowered And Trolling Npc Is Very Easy With This Monster.
The Other Content Is.... Mediocore... IDK What To Say To The Other Content On This Dlc, Its So Useless... Btw Just
Buy Season Pass.. OK so i dont review games often but THIS IS A MUST. im only 2 and a half hours into the game and
the visuals are completely breathtaking, i got so wrapped up in looking at the visuals when i forgot that theres a story to
be told. pressing on only got me more and more in love with this game. they take such good advantage of the silence and
uneasy moments. especially with the music that is always playing. cant wait to beat this, 100% worth my money. even
got a friend to buy it too :). Lacking in content, but pretty intense and decent graphics. Nice warm-up game before a
proper VR workout.
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